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ABSTRACT 
 
The consumer economy is increasingly controlled by an oligopoly. Online marketplaces have shuttered brick and 
mortar retail stores en masse. Buyers in today’s consumer economy find cheaper and cheaper prices made 
available to the detriment of the traditional value chain. 
 
Traditionally, brands created unique and innovative products that distributed profit to multiple stakeholders 
through vertical layers of the economy. Brands sold to distributors. Distributors to wholesalers. Wholesalers to 
retailers. Retailers to end consumers. This value chain created wealth and jobs at each vertical layer. Today, this 
value chain has been disintermediated by the likes of a very few public companies - costing thousands of jobs. 
Stores are closing. Malls are closing. Businesses are shutting down. Retail is in a great race - to zero. 
 
At the time of this writing, brands tout omni-channel business models - but are there really omni-channel 
opportunities? Amazon has shuttered traditional brick and mortar retail. The wholesale channel is dying. Brands are 
able to sell directly to consumers through ecommerce, yet traffic depends entirely on a handful of public 
companies like Google (Adwords), Facebook (Marketing), or Microsoft (Bing). Online marketing costs rise faster 
than the consumer price index, so brands are paying more, collecting the same, and making less. They end up 
selling on marketplaces like Amazon who eventually find competitors to crowd their space or create private labels 
to directly compete. The end result is an economy that benefits few monoliths having taken human value out of 
the consumer equation. 
 
Social selling, historically referred to as “direct selling”, is a $180 billion worldwide industry growing at 10% per 
year. The social selling model gives the role of marketing and selling to influencers, loyalists, and entrepreneurs 
who are passionate about the brand. More importantly, social selling redistributes consumer profits to the people 
who actually use the products and generates equity for the brands that engage it. The rise of social media and the 
expansion of the gig economy have fostered explosive growth for social selling. Yet this growth is centralized and 
relegated to a handful of monoliths. 
 
Traditionally high barriers to entry stifle new merchants from joining the industry, producing a market limited to a  
handful of giants.  Sellers end up with few choices.  Incumbent merchant offerings are often inefficient and 
overpriced.  In a digital age, this makes it difficult for sellers to combat competitive offerings in broader retail.  
Incumbents hold their sellers captive by making it difficult, if not impossible, to transfer customer data, transaction 
data, and genealogy (network) data.  Sellers risk losing income they worked hard to earn should they seek mobility. 
 
It's time for social selling to be liberated from current constraints and benefit the broader retail economy.  We are 
building a novel blockchain infrastructure that unlocks social selling by providing a framework for retailers, brands, 
and sellers to interact.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Overview 
Gemstra’s mission is to make social selling accessible and awesome for everyone. Social selling, 

traditionally called “direct selling”, utilizes multi-level selling models that rewards people (called “Sellers” 

in the Gemstra ecosystem) for influencing sales through promoting brands to their social network. 

Social selling is a large and growing industry, yet it is extremely captive and mostly unavailable to the 

broader retail market. 

  

Gemstra is building a blockchain-integrated ecosystem (ASTRA Platform) and token economy (GMS 

Token) to unlock social selling to the entire retail market.  ASTRA is a smart contract platform. It 

leverages blockchain technology to put data back in the hands of sellers and enable retailers (called 

“Merchants” in the Gemstra ecosystem) and brands from the $24 trillion global retail economy to join 

social selling.  Gemstra provides open source software and an SDK for Merchants to integrate with 

ASTRA.  The GMS Token will reduce friction as ASTRA’s default exchange of value, power gamification 

and reward models native to social selling, and provide governance to democratize the ecosystem. 

 

ASTRA Platform and the GMS Token are exactly what the stakeholders of social selling need - the de 

facto infrastructure and reward economy for an unpredictably large market.   

 

 

1.2 Background & Opportunity 
Perhaps the earliest form of social selling was the advent of direct selling in the early 1900’s, when 

Brands empowered independent representatives (“Sellers”) to sell their wares door to door, with a focus 

on one-to-one demonstrations. The model has evolved over time and exponentiated in recent years with 

the adoption of the Internet. Today’s Seller can market limitlessly through online sales, especially with 

the rise of social media. 

 

Gemstra disrupts a social selling industry worth over $180 billion worldwide ($35 billion US). More than 

120 million people in world (20 million US) are involved in social selling. This number is growing between 

7-10% annually and accelerating with global adoption of social media and expanding gig economy. Social 

selling presents the largest gig economy of the future and is likely to exceed $1 trillion worldwide in the 

next 10 years. 
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1.3 Problem 

The industry is walled off by few companies that have too much power. 
 

Sellers Held Captive 
Social selling is dominated by giants like Amway ($8.8B), Avon ($5.7B), and Mary Kay ($3.5B). These 

merchants hold their Sellers captive by making it difficult, if not impossible, to transfer customer data, 

transaction data, and genealogy (network) data. Sellers risk losing income they worked hard to earn 

should they seek mobility. The average Seller works 10-20 hours per month and earns between $250-

$500.  Earned income is generally added to help with the household budget.  Today’s merchants have 

too much leverage and power in the relationship with sellers. 

 

Inefficient Market Cornered by Monoliths 
Barriers to entry are high, limiting new merchants from entering the space. Expensive and fragmented 

systems are required to manage commissions, rewards, accounting, customer service, back office 

operations, and commerce - limiting the number of new merchants.  The lack of market entrants further 

reduces sellers’ options and opportunities, allowing incumbent monoliths to corner the growing 

industry.  Merchants in social selling can often get away with overpricing products, yielding an 

inefficient market for sellers.  Sellers are not able to compete with the brands in the broader retail 

economy. 

 

A solution that affords entry to more merchants and freedom to sellers is needed. 
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1.4 Current Model 
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1.5 Solution 

 

Proof of Concept for Decentralized Social Selling 

 

BOUTIQUES - A decentralized marketplace for social selling 

Gemstra launched a proof-of-concept social selling marketplace called BOUTIQUES in July 2017 that 

gives sellers the ability to choose brands and products they want to sell and invites brands from the 

broader $24 trillion retail economy to participate by simply integrating their catalogs. BOUTIQUES 

quickly attracted 3000 sellers and 8 brands generating 7-figure annualized merchandise sales within 9 

months of launch. The rapid growth of BOUTIQUES proved that retail brands want to participate in 

social selling and sellers desire freedom. 
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Blockchain-Integrated Solution for Broader Social Selling Industry 

 
ASTRA - A smart contract platform 

The success of BOUTIQUES inspired Gemstra to build a broader solution to liberate social selling to the 

broader retail economy (worth over $24 trillion globally). ASTRA is a blockchain-integrated platform 

that serves as technological infrastructure for social selling. ASTRA’s blockchain technology allows 

sellers to keep customer and network data they worked hard to generate, merchants to host 

transactions between multiple brands and myriad sellers, and brands to offer customized commission 

and rewards as well as a portable catalog that can be integrated with any variety of merchants. ASTRA 

promotes fair behavior and creates a trustless ecosystem for all actors in the social selling model. 

Gemstra will make the BOUTIQUES software open source and develop a SDK for merchants and brands 

to easily deploy a social selling business on ASTRA. 

 

GMS Token - Exchange of value, rewards, gamification, and governance 
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By tokenizing ASTRA with the GMS Token, Gemstra reduces friction in the social selling transaction. GMS 

is an ERC20 token that serves as the most cost-effective method of exchanging and storing value. GMS is 

the default method of commission payment to Sellers. GMS can be used to purchase products at any 

Merchant. More importantly, GMS powers a gamification system that can be customized by brands and 

merchants for sellers. Gamification is the second most important form of incentive in social selling. 

Gamification can be based on achievement or engagement. Community and recognition are primary 

drivers of retention in social selling. Sellers form teams within a broader community that provides support, 

encouragement, and accountability. Recognition within a community drives Sellers to grow or minimally 

maintain their achievements. GMS provides an ideal reward construct that drives gamification through 

community and recognition. Distributions awarded by voting and special access granted by staking are 

GMS features that further incentivize Sellers to grow.  Finally, GMS creates a system of governance within 

ASTRA so its actors have decentralized control over changes made in the ecosystem. 
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1.6 Gemstra Model 
 

 
 

 

Value to the Actors 
 

 Sellers 

Sellers drive sales for Merchants and Brands through direct promotion and social influence. Previously, 

Sellers were confined to a single merchant and risked losing their customers, teams, and incomes should 
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they seek mobility. (eg. An Amway rep cannot take her customer and transaction data with her should 

she want to join another company.) For the first time, Sellers have the freedom to choose what they 

want to sell and who they want to sell with. Sellers can participate with any Merchant (or Brand) in the 

Gemstra ecosystem. All user and transaction data generated by Sellers belong to them in ASTRA. Sellers 

control who can or cannot access this data in the ecosystem.  

 

  Merchants 

Merchants administer software, host the genealogy (network), define the compensation (architecture) 

plan, and provide the platform for Sellers to transact with their customers by selling products from 

Brands. Merchants can easily participate in ASTRA by using BOUTIQUES open source software or 

integrating ASTRA with their existing platforms through an SDK. Like in the broader retail economy, 

Merchants are curators of Brands. (eg. Sephora curates more than 300+ brands in their 1200+ stores) 

Brands can elect to operate as Merchants in ASTRA as well. (eg. Nike operates its own ecommerce site 

and stores. Nike also sells through other retailers like Footlocker or Champs.) The Merchant layer allows 

retailers from outside the industry to participate in social selling by activating dormant influencers / 

customers and inviting Brands they already do business with. While this layer can be disintermediated, 

Gemstra believes that the consumer economy will continue to value curation by Merchants. 

 

  Brands 

Brands provide their catalog and define custom commission levels at Merchants they integrate with. 

Brands can integrate with multiple Merchants to access different genealogies (networks) of Sellers and 

Customers. Brands can be their own Merchant in ASTRA as well. Each Brand’s catalog is made portable 

on the blockchain. Sales volume information and other Brand data can be shared with Merchants and 

Sellers to show product performance. 
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2 DEMOCRATIZED BY BLOCKCHAIN 
   

 
 

2.1 Thesis 
ASTRA decentralizes the social selling model by ascribing ownership and management of data to the 

appropriate actor.  A system of smart contracts governs all transactions within the ecosystem.  User 

wallets govern access rights to data for actors in the ecosystem. 

 

Merchants curate Brands and manage Sellers.  
The Merchant role in ASTRA mimics that of a traditional retailer in the broader retail market.  Brands 

are typically not good at interfacing with customers, managing per-order logistics, and 

merchandising beyond their own catalog.  Gemstra welcomes retailers from the broader retail 

economy to social selling as Merchants.  Merchants curate products from Brands and interface with 

Sellers and their customers.  Each Merchant hosts its own independent network (“Genealogy”) of 

Sellers.  Sellers and Brands have access to different Genealogies in an open ecosystem. 

 

Democratize data so Sellers are not held captive, ever. 
ASTRA gives ownership rights of customer information, transaction data, and network (genealogy) 

to Sellers.  Sellers worked hard to build relationships with customers and develop an understanding 

of their customer preferences through transaction data.  Sellers may have built a downline (network 

of sellers) that they sponsored.  The Seller’s network is a team who have worked together to unlock 
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achievements defined by the compensation plan (defined via ASTRA: Merchant) or through the 

Reward System (See GMS TOKENS below).  Sellers prefer to maintain consistency.  Should a 

Merchant or Brand underperform or be at risk, Sellers mitigate risk by being able to join another 

Merchant or Brand at will. 

 

Customizable Commission and Rewards by Brands. 
Not all Brands are created equally.  Some face high cost of goods and depend on volume while 

others have more margin.  Brands need an effective way to manage incentives for Sellers at the 

catalog level and per-product level.  ASTRA’s platform allows Brands to customize commission 

offering per Merchant. 

 

Portable catalog for Brand integration. 
Selling should happen where it happens.  ASTRA allows Brands to easily integrate their catalogs with 

multitude of Merchants and gain exposure to different networks of Sellers.   

 

A Democratized and Trustless Model. 
Gemstra’s blockchain ecosystem provides a self-governing model that promotes fair behavior by all 

the actors.  Merchants must do right by Brands and Sellers.  Brands must do right by Merchants and 

Sellers.  Sellers must do right by Merchants and Brands.  There is no centralization of power or total 

leverage - thus producing a true commonwealth social selling economy. 

 

 

2.2 Technology Platforms 
ASTRA will use two decentralization platforms.  Gemstra will host smart contracts on the Ethereum 

blockchain using ERC20 standard and store data objects using Interplanetary File System (IPFS).  GMS 

Token is an ERC20 token for ASTRA. 

 

SPL.YT protocol - Gemstra will use the Spl.yt protocol to manage Brands’ inventory and logistics. 

 

0x protocol - Gemstra will use the 0x protocol to purchase GMS in decentralized exchanges for rewards 

distribution. 
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2.3 Components 

 
ASTRA Platform 
ASTRA is a smart contract platform built on the Ethereum ERC20 framework. ASTRA creates an open 

ecosystem for social selling where the actors (see below) can define how to interact with one another 

through customizable commission, gamification, and recognition models. The classic direct selling model 

involved just two operators: Seller and Brand. It requires the Brand to operate its own software - which 

was expensive, fragmented, and complex. So, the Brand would either develop a custom solution or 

outsource the software to an external platform. With ASTRA, an economy of Merchants can exist across 

many platforms to connect Brands and Sellers. Brands can participate with multiple Merchants or 

operate as a Merchant themselves. Sellers can sell multiple Brands in single Merchants or specific Brands 

in multiple Merchants.  ASTRA creates a commonwealth economy that gives each operator the freedom 

to choose how to maximize their selling model. 

 

ASTRA provides an infrastructure for Brands and Merchants to customize their social selling business.  

Brands and Merchants can customize the logical layer and design their business in the following ways: 
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 Compensation Logic (for multi-level compensation models) 

 Gamification Logic (for customer or seller activation, engagement) 
 Recognition Logic (for community engagement, achievements) 
 Action Endpoints 

Multiple Genealogies 

 

GMS Token (GMS)        

 
The GMS Token is the utility token that provides default exchange/store of value and incentivizes social 

selling aspects of ASTRA. Goods in ASTRA will always be cheaper when paid with GMS than with ETH or 

Dai. ASTRA constantly accrues transactions fees from ETH or Dai denominated transactions.  A Reward 

System provides value to ASTRA users in the form of GMS Tokens.  Game Rewards mimics all 

gamification functions associated with social selling and offers these functions to Merchants and Brands 

to reward users with GMS.  Game Rewards are defined and paid by Merchants and Brands.  Platform 

Rewards involve a portion of transaction fees that are reserved for distribution to users based on actions 

(engagement) or success (achievement).  Platform Rewards are paid from Gemstra’s fees earned in 

ASTRA.  The distribution of Platform Rewards is automated in smart contracts.  See GMS TOKENS 

below for more detail. 

 

 

2.4 How It Works 
Smart contracts power the social selling transaction.  Merchants administer the platform by utilizing 

open source software or integrate existing platform with SDK. 
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ASTRA can host single or multi-level affiliate, custom compensation, and gamification/rewards models 

depending on action endpoints defined within the contract. In fact, ASTRA can be used to host any 

affiliate, commission, or gamified reward model - so its application can be used beyond the scope of 

social selling. 

 

ASTRA assigns a wallet to each actor in the social selling economy: Seller, Merchant, and Brand.  Each 

Brand defines custom commission levels per Merchant that it partners with.  Brands can define custom 

gamified rewards for Sellers engaged selling the Brand.  The Seller participates in Merchants (can be one 

or many) based on the compensation plan and which Brands the Merchants carry.  The Seller wallet has 

governance over data generated by the Seller like customer information and customer transactions. The 

Merchant orchestrates all transactions between Seller and Brand wallets and acts as the intermediary 

(Note: BOUTIQUES is a merchant using ASTRA - the first customer). The Customer verifies to the 

Merchant that the transaction has completed, which approves the endpoint and completes the contract.  

ASTRA facilitates all transactions and logical flow through a set of smart contracts to govern: 

Commission, Orders, Users, Rewards, and Genealogy. 

 

Merchants 
Merchants host all transactions between Sellers and Brands by integrating their commerce platform 

with ASTRA. Merchants can use the BOUTIQUES software open source and operate social selling as 

a standalone or integrate with ASTRA by extending their existing commerce platform through 

ASTRA’s SDK. The primary function of the Merchant is to administer a decentralized app (dapp) that 

processes ASTRA’s smart contracts. 

 
Operation: 

Merchants govern Master Genealogy and Order data in the Data Layer.  The Master Genealogy of the 

Merchant defines which Sellers get paid in a Transaction.  Merchants can charge Sellers a monthly fee + 

toll to participate.  Merchants can charge Brands a monthly fee + toll to participate.  Merchants can 

charge Sellers and Brands advertising fees to participate in co-op marketing in the Merchant’s interface be 

it a website or app. 
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Brand 
Each Brand creates its own models that transact with Sellers and Merchants. The Brand creates 

custom compensation based on Merchant’s compensation plan, custom gamification/reward models 

for defined actions like “sale”, “return”, “feature”, “review”. (This is not limited to social selling 

application, as the Brand technology can handle any affiliate or multi-level affiliate transaction.) 

 
Operation: 

Brands govern Product data (Meta, Allocation, Availability, Inventory, Logistics) in the Data Layer and can 

customize Compensation, Gamification, Recognition models in the Logic Layer.  Brands can charge Sellers 

a monthly fee to participate. 

 

 

Seller 
The agent who executes the sale of an item to a Customer. The Customer information belongs to 

the Seller (and not the Merchant or Brand). The Seller can elect which Brands are represented in the 

Merchant interface (by default Gemstra Boutiques). 

 
Operation: 

Sellers govern Customer data and Downline Genealogy in the Data Layer.  Sellers can sign up with any 

Merchant (pay fee if required) load their Customer data across multiple Merchants. 

 

Customers manage Profile data per Merchant in the Data Layer.  Customers can be linked to multiple 

Sellers and multiple Merchants. 

 

Actions and Transactions read the Data Layer into objects and run code from Logic Layer to generate 

calculations within the ecosystem.  Calculations execute tokens to exchange between operators and are 

written to mainnet.  All Transactions charge a 1% Toll. 

 

Customer 
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The Customer alerts the Merchant hosting the transaction that it has been completed and the 

contract should be paid to all participants. The Customer interfaces with the Seller and moves with 

the Seller. 

 

 

 
Example Configurations 
Configuration 1 :  Single Merchant with 3 Brands 
Sellers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, …. 
Merchant A 
Brands X, Y, Z 
 
Configuration 2 :  Secondary Merchant carrying 5 Brands (2 of which are on Merchant A) 
Sellers 100,101,102,103,104, …. 
Merchant B 
Brands M, L, N, Y, Z 
 
Configuration 3 : 2 Paired Merchants (sharing Seller genealogy) carrying 10 Brands (4 of which are on either Merchant A, 
Merchant B, or both) 
Sellers 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, … 
Merchant A <> Merchant B - Merchant A & B share a single genealogy that are synced.  Sync can be broken. 
Brands A, B, C, D, E, M, L, N, X, Y  
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3 ASTRA ARCHITECTURE 

 
As the figure above shows, the ASTRA’s Architecture is broken into three high-level layers: The Data Layer, Logic Layer and dapp 
Layer (eg. BOUTIQUES software or other software). By separating data and logic into two different layers, we are able to achieve 

high throughput and scalability on the blockchain. 

 
 

3.1 Data Layer 
The Data Layer is responsible for providing a scalable off chain data storage solution. This section will 

contain details about the approach we have chosen to manage data in ASTRA. 

 

Data Storage 
All data will be stored using Interplanetary File System (IPFS), this is a peer to peer distributed file 

system that connects devices with files. This allows for a high-throughput distributed file system. All 

files on IPFS are located using a hash which acts as an address of the data. We will take that hash and 

store it on the blockchain to ensure data integrity. 

 

Data Governance 
While we believe in transparency and openness, there are certain bits of information that will need 

to be private, such as user emails, names and addresses. This information will be encrypted using a 

public-private key-encryption model to restrict access to only the “owners” of the data. 
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Wallets 
The ASTRA platform provides 3 distinct wallet types with different data models.  Each wallet type is 

especially purposed for the different actors in the economy. 

 

Seller & Customer Wallets 
Sellers and Customers are the most prolific users in the economy.  They initiate all actions and 

transactions within the economy.  Wallets are upgradable and downgrade-able between Seller 

and Customer. 

 
Data & Functions: 
Commissions 
Achievements 
Recognition 
Customer Data 
Transaction History 
Genealogy (Network) Data 
Merchant Performance 
Brand Performance 
 
Public: 
Address 
Merchants Addresses 
Parent Address (Seller only) 
Brand Addresses (Seller only) 
 
Private Encrypted : IPFS 
Profile Information 

 

Brand Wallets 
Each Brand has a unique wallet that contains their commission and reward structures.  Brands 

will sign up with Merchants.  Brands can also require a Seller fee to enable the Brand on given 

Merchant. 

 
Functions: 
Catalog & Inventory Management 
Order Management 
Merchant Management 
Seller Management 
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Commission Management 
Rewards Management 
  
Public: 
Address 
Merchant Addresses 
 
Private Encrypted : IPFS 
Profile Information 
Merchant Performance Data 
Seller Performance Data 
Commission Data 
Achievements Data 
Engagement Data 
Rewards Data 
Sales Data 
Catalog Meta Data 
Inventory (hosted by SPL.YT protocol) 
Logistics (if enabled for dropshipping) 

 

Merchant Wallets 
Each Merchant has a unique wallet that contains their genealogy and fee structures.  Merchants 

are the dapp Layer that connects Sellers/Customers to Brands.  Merchants are the arbiter of 

actions and transactions within the economy. 

 
Public: 
Address 
Genealogy Hash 
Fee Structure 
 
Private Encrypted : IPFS 
Profile Information 
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3.2 Logic Layer 
 

 
The above figure shows the types of interactions  that the Logic Tier powers. These are a set of business logic and convenience 
services that enable the Social Selling Economy. This layer is comprised of five high level areas: Genealogy, Orders, Commissions, 

Rewards and Users. 

 

Smart Contracts 
Smart contracts are immutable programs that execute when certain conditions are met. They allow for 

data to be verified quickly, cheaply and are fully transparent. Smart contracts lie at the core of the 

economy and powers must of the infrastructure. All of the components of the Smart Contracts Tier is 

built to run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) and are written in Solidity. By using smart contracts 
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we ensure that, sellers, brands and customers receive payments that are delivered transparently, 

immutably and without intermediaries taking large chunks of the revenue.  

 

Genealogy 
This refers to the structure of who gets paid on which transactions and actions. The genealogy is public 

and is read access to all. Create, Update and Delete access is reserved for the merchant. The Genealogy 

is stored as a flat array and includes the following components: 

● Genealogy Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This acts as a unique identifier for the genealogy 
● Merchant Address - This connects this specific merchant to the Genealogy 
● Seller Address - This connects this specific seller to the Genealogy 
● Parent Address - This connects this specific seller to another seller 

 

Orders 
The order is an interaction between Brand, Merchant and customer. It records the successful purchase 

of one or more products. The order contains the following components: 

● Order Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This acts as a unique identifier for the order 
● Order Multi-Signature Verification - This allows the order to be submitted by either the user or the 

merchant and then have the order verified by either party 
● Customer Address - This connects this specific customer to the order 
● Order Information - This includes things like the products, skus, quantity, qualified volume, brand address 

 

Commissions 
Commissions defines the interaction from the order to Brand and Seller. This is how the Brand and Seller 

get their money from the order. 

● Commission Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This acts as a unique identifier for the order 
● Order Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This connects the commissions to the order 
● Seller Address - This connects a specific seller to commissions 
● Customer Address - This connects a specific customer to commissions 
● Brand Address - This connects this specific brand to commissions 
● Commission Information - This includes things like Qualified Volume, Commissionable Volume, Payout 

Rate 
 

Rewards 
Rewards defines the interaction from actions between the Brand and the Seller.  This is how the Brand 

rewards the Seller for completing a defined action. 

● Reward Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This acts as a unique identifier for the action 
● Action Unique Id (UUIDv4) - This connects the reward to the action 
● Seller Address - This connects a specific seller to commissions 
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● Customer Address - This connects a specific customer to commissions 
● Brand Address - This connects this specific brand to commissions 
● Reward Information - This includes things like Action and Payout Rate. 

 

Users 

Users defines the interaction of people using the system. This includes: Sellers, Customers, Brands and 

Merchants. 

● Users Address this acts as a unique identifier for the user 
● User Information this includes things such as what payout structure the brand uses, email, phone number 

or name 
 

Logical Workflow Examples 

In this section we hope to give some context to how we plan to have contracts interact with transactions 

and actions. 

 

Creating a Brand (type: User Creation) 

A brand is any company wishing to sell items on any merchant, with any seller and to any customer. On 

signup a brand must select information relating to how they wish to payout sales to the seller and what 

merchants they wish to join. 

 

Creating an Order (type: Transaction) 

An order represents a customer/seller/brand request to purchase an item. This by can be initiated by a 

brand, customer or seller. The order then waits until both parties sign the order before being accepted.  

 

Paying out Commissions (type: Transaction) 

Commissions represents the agreement between the brand and sellers. This is how the seller gets paid, 

once the order is received the commissions contract holds the funds until the brands payout structure is 

met. Once that happens both parties are paid their owed amount 

 
Write a Product Review (type: Action) 

Customer writes a review on the dapp (Merchant) for Brand X.  Brand X has defined a Reward for a 

Seller whose Customer writes a review of the product. 
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Logical Order & Code States 
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3.3 Dapp (Software) Layer 
 

BOUTIQUES Marketplace Software 

The BOUTIQUES Marketplace is the first social selling marketplace.  BOUTIQUES served as proof of 

concept for the need to decentralize social selling.  BOUTIQUES allows Brands to integrate their 

catalogs and quickly add a social selling channel.  Every Seller gets their own custom boutique in which 

they control which Brands and products are available to be sold.  BOUTIQUES features a proprietary 

user-generated-content module where Sellers can replace media assets with their own content.  (See 

below in Backoffice Dapp).  It operates as a full functioning store for the Seller with standard order, 

checkout, payment, and shipping modules. 
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BACKOFFICE Dapp 

The Backoffice Dapp is where Sellers go to manage their social selling business.  The default homepage 

of Backoffice is a dashboard that describes earnings, rankings, and next milestone achievements.  At the 

time of this writing, the Backoffice is purposed for single merchant management (BOUTIQUES 

Marketplace).  Sellers can view and manage every aspect of their business via the Backoffice.  The 

Merchant layer of ASTRA Platform will be completed in mid 2019 and Backoffice will be expanded for 

Sellers to manage multiple Merchants in the Backoffice Dapp.  (Examples of current BACKOFFICE below) 
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PARTNER Dapp 
The Partner Dapp will be used by Merchants and Brands to manage their social selling business.  

Currently, the Partner software only supports Brands managing dropship for BOUTIQUES Marketplace.  

Catalog management is done offline and manually between Gemstra’s merchandising team and the 

Brand.  Full catalog management and deeper order logistics will be developed late 2018 so Brands can 

manage product meta data, media, and inventory.  The Merchant layer will not be available until mid 

2019.  The Partner Dapp will be expanded for Merchants to manage transactions and events in ASTRA. 

 

Gemstra SDK 

The Gemstra SDK will be developed and released mid 2019 before new Merchants are onboarded to 

ASTRA.  The Gemstra SDK will allow existing retailers, brands, or marketplace operators to integrate 

their existing or homegrown platforms with ASTRA.  Our plan is to create the SDK so that Shopify can 

be integrated with ASTRA.  Magento and other popular ecommerce frameworks to follow.  Most larger 

retailers use enterprise licensed software.  We will work with larger enterprise platform on a case-by-

case basis to ensure the Gemstra SDK can be integrated. 
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4 GMS TOKEN (GMS) 
 

4.1 Description 
GMS is the default utility token used in ASTRA as a unit of value.  The natural benefit of the GMS utility 

token is reduced payment and commission friction for sellers.  The primary value of GMS Token is to 

offer robust rewards for actors involved in the economy.  Growth and retention of Sellers is by far the 

most important aspect of social selling for Merchants and Brands.  Traditionally, social selling merchants 

develop rewards based on some gamification of achievements, engagement, recognition, and 

community to keep Sellers motivated and continuously generating business.  The GMS Tokens is the 

perfect vehicle in ASTRA to bring best practices in gamification from traditional social selling into 

Gemstra’s ecosystem. 

 

Exchange or Store of Value 

 
GMS Tokens can be used to purchase products across all of ASTRA.  GMS paid out as commissions can 

be withdrawn into a user’s wallet and exchanged on the open market.  GMS can be used to pay fees by 

actors in the economy.  GMS are also paid out to Sellers (and Customers) through the Rewards System. 

 

 

4.2 Use Cases 
GMS token (GMS) can be used in the following ways: 

  
● Unit of Exchange: GMS will be an atomic unit of value exchange across the entire Gemstra 

ecosystem, with a resultant creation of a transactional economy between Merchants, Brands, 
Sellers and Customers. The token consists of features that allow users to earn value and to spend 
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it on goods and services that are internal to the Gemstra ecosystem. 
 

● Subscription: Just like paying a toll to use a freeway, the GMS token will be used as a monthly 
subscription unit of value to pay-per-use for sellers and brands to use the Gemstra platform. 
 

● Incentive: The GMS token will be used as an incentive, it will be offered to get first time adopters 
to join the Gemstra ecosystem, for example when you join Gemstra as registered buyer, seller, 
or brand you receive free 100 GMS token to your wallet. 
  

● Currency: GMS will serve as a payment method and transaction engine of choice. It will enable 
frictionless transactions across ASTRA. We will operate a proprietary payment processing 
gateway which will be exposed via API for others services to integrate and accept GMS a unit of 
exchange. 
 

● Rewards, Earnings and Remittance:  Gamification rewards and earning will be paid in GMS which 
can be remitted to partner services and individuals. 
 

 

4.3 Rewards System 

 
GMS tokens feature a rewards system that perfectly suits social selling.  Retention and continued 

growth by Sellers are quintessential to success.  Gamification through rewards (beyond standard 

commission and compensation plans) is how traditional social selling companies have kept their sellers 

engaged and constantly striving to grow.  Within ASTRA, Merchants and Brands have the ability to 

reward Sellers (and Customers for certain actions) with GMS tokens that are immediately distributed 

wallet-to-wallet.  There are two main constructs in Rewards System: Achievement and Engagement.  

The Achievement Construct is based off certain accomplishments of an Actor in the ecosystem.  The 
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Engagement Construct is based off certain actions taken within the ecosystem.  Where Achievement 

rewards are quantitative, Engagement rewards are event-based and can be qualitative. 

 

 

Platform Rewards (Paid from ASTRA) 

3% of ASTRA fees are automatically sent through the 0x protocol to buy GMS on the open market. 

GMS are put into a smart contract pool, which pays out 3% of the total pool to reward those who 

help organize ASTRA.  The Platform Rewards pool will be distributed by community voting. 

 

Achievement Construct 

Performance Module 

The Performance Module allows Merchants and Brands to reward Sellers for reaching or 

maintaining certain levels of performance within the Gemstra ecosystem.  Performance can be 

Merchant-specific or Brand-specific.  Merchants and Brands can define custom rewards in X 

GMS per type of performance achievement below: 

 

Rank: The first type of reward is based on Rank Advancement - which is defined by the 

Compensation Plan as a new level achieved at a Merchant. 

 

Volume: The next type of reward is based on Personal Volume - which is based on sales volume 

generated by a Seller within a timed interval.  Similar types of rewards are based on Team or 

Group Volume, which are gross volumes generated by a Seller’s network within a timed interval.  

Merchants and Brands can define X GMS as rewards per performance marker. 

 

Sponsorship:  The next type of reward is based on Sponsorship - the number of new people a 

Seller brings into the business. 

Community Module 

The most powerful form of accountability in social selling is community feedback.  Validation and 

encouragement from the community is often more important than the monetary reward.  Each 

Merchant hosts an independent genealogy - which is a community of Sellers.  Merchants can 

decide a % of transactions to be placed into a smart contract pool that is governed by the 

Merchant’s community of Sellers. 
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Merchants define qualitative awards for which winners are voted by the community.  Merchants 

customize the percentage of pool to be distributed per award and the number of winners in each 

category.  Eg. “Most Supportive”, “Best Leadership”, “Most Involved”, “Most Helpful”.  Brands 

can contribute to the community pool. 

Engagement Construct 

User-Generated Media Module 

The ASTRA platform features a User-Generated Content (UGC) service that allows Sellers and 

Customers to submit UGC (images, videos, other media) to the Merchant platform.  Sellers can 

manage UGC in ASTRA and choose what media is used to represent products by Brands.  Brands 

will have the ability to review and monitor UGC submitted by Sellers and Customers (to ensure 

claims or representations made are true).  Brands and Merchants can reward Sellers and 

Customers with GMS Tokens distributed directly to their wallets upon approval of UGC.  Sellers 

can add UGC to products through the Backoffice dapp.  Customers can add UGC to products 

through the Merchant interface.  UGC management is per Merchant.  A voting system will be 

put in place for voting by Sellers on what UGC is good.  Sellers, Brands, and Merchants can 

spend X GMS for a vote on UGC they deem valuable. 

Review Module 

Purchasers (Customers who have ordered a Product) who leave reviews that are valued by other 

Customers are rewarded with GMS through a reviewing mechanism. Only those who have 

purchased an item on the Gemstra platform can leave a review. Those who find a review helpful 

can spend X GMS for a vote on a review they deem valuable. The daily reward payout of GMS 

paid to positive reviewers is proportional to the number of votes on their review. GMS reward 

payout get split X% to the reviewer and X% to all voters of the review. As reviews age, their GMS 

reward decreases with a !
"

 function. This prevents reviews from constantly receiving rewards 

until the end of time, while still providing payouts for the value provided for a sufficiently long 

period to incentivize a quality review. It also leaves room for new, up-to-date reviews to enter 

ASTRA, and to constantly keep up with changing services and products.  
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4.4 Governance 

 
Important decisions should be decided upon or approved by the stakeholders of the economy.  Balance 

of power is necessary to ensure democratic due process.  Certain events (like addition of brands, change 

of business rules, addition of products) can affect the business of multiple actors in the economy.  The 

best way to promote equity and balance across the Gemstra ecosystem is through a governance model 

that gives actors the power to protect their interest. 

 

Sellers and Brands would like a say over what happens at a Merchant they have chosen to participate 

with.  A new Brand could displace or disrupt business.  The addition of a competing Brand with one 

already existing with a Merchant could adversely affect existing Sellers - the ones building the growing 

the genealogy (network) of Sellers at a Merchant.  Arbitrary decisions made by the Merchant without 

feedback from Sellers or Brands could inflict unknown damage and have unforeseen consequences.  

Gemstra’s governance model gives all actors the ability to influence the outcome of their social selling 

enterprise. 

 

Each Merchant hosts the platform that connects Sellers and Brands.  The Merchant is the gateway for 

the actors in the Gemstra ecosystem to interact.  Brands integrate with Merchants.  Sellers interact with 

Merchants.  Gemstra’s goal is to create a decentralized economy between Sellers, Brands, and 

Merchants and become the default protocol for the social selling industry. 

 

Voting 

One GMS token = One Vote 

 

Staking 
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In-wallet staking allows actors in the Gemstra ecosystem to stake tokens with Merchants and Brands.  

Merchants and Brands can accept staked GMS from Sellers in lieu of fees.  Merchants can accept staked 

GMS from Brands in lieu of fees as well.  Staking minimums can be set by Merchants and Brands in the 

Gemstra ecosystem. 

 

Aggregation Model 

Voting is generally decided by the aggregate majority of votes by staked tokens Sellers, Merchants, and 

Brands.  Sellers stake tokens with Merchants and Brands.  Merchants stake tokens with ASTRA Platform.  

Brands stake tokens with Merchants. 

 

Sliding Scale Balance 

In the early days, a Merchant will have more GEMS staked than Sellers and Brands.  Merchants may have 

an easy majority stake to decide on most issues.  Merchant majority will likely dictate outcome in the 

early days since Sellers and Brands have limited voting power.  As transactional volume at the Merchant 

grows, so will the tokens staked by Sellers and Brands.  Eventually, Sellers and Brands will likely have 

more aggregate tokens staked than the Merchant, thus balancing voting power.  Merchant volume 

grows when Sellers and Brands have more staked.  The scale slides in favor of a democratized outcome 

as Merchants become more successful.  Democracy is a signal that business is growing for a Merchant.  

Sellers and Brands will be attracted to Merchants who have greater democratic governance. 

 
 
MERCHANT STAKING 

Proposed by MERCHANT: 
○ Adding new Brand 
○ Banning Brand 
○ Modifying Compensation Plan 
○ Modifying Business Rules 
○ Creating Rewards Structure 
○ Modifying Rewards Structure 
○ Change Toll 
○ Change Fees (eg. Seller Fees / Brand Fees) 
○ Change Staking Requirements (eg. Seller Stake / Brand Stake) 

 
Proposed by BRAND: 

○ Adding new Product 
○ Banning Product 
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○ Approving Brand Commission Schedule 
○ Modifying Brand Commission Schedule 
○ Creating Rewards Structure 
○ Modifying Rewards Structure 
○ Change Fees (eg. Seller Fees) 
○ Change Staking Requirement (eg. Seller Stake) 

 
FULL ECONOMY STAKING 

Proposed by PLATFORM* (ASTRA): 
○ Change Toll 
○ Change Governance Model 
○ Add Merchant 
○ Ban Merchant 
○ Ban Seller 
○ Change Economy Rules 
○ New Rewards Structure 
○ New Platform Rules 

*PLATFORM items are governed by the all holders of the GMS Token.  MERCHANT and BRAND items are governed by the 
total tokens staked by actors with each Merchant. 

 
Gemstra’s governance model is not limited to the items outlined above.  As the Gemstra ecosystem 
evolves, more platform rules will be proposed for the community to vote upon.   
 
A point of consideration is potential disproportionate voting power for a large holder to game the 
system which could have an adverse effect on decentralized community.  Gemstra is researching 
evolving voting to factor length of vesting time in the governance model. 
 
 
4.5 Token Economics 

Ethereum ERC-20: Compatible Token 
Total Token Supply: 16,000,000,000 GMS 
Total Allocation for Sale: 6,400,000,000 GMS (40%) 
Token Price: $0.00007700 ETH 
Sale Target: 36,000 ETH or equivalent 
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4.6 Token Allocation 
Team Pool: 20% 
Advisors & Partnerships Pool: 10% (Advisors / Partners / Bounty) 
Growth Pool: 30% (Distributions / Commission / Rewards) 
Sale Pool: 40% 
 
Vesting Schedule: 
Team Pool: 4 Year Vesting with 1 Year Cliff (25% after 1 Year, remainder vest in equal distribution over 36 months) 
Advisors & Partnerships Pool: 6 Months 
Growth Pool: None, vest upon future assignment 
Sale Pool: Private – 12 Months, Presale – 3 Months, Public – None, vest upon distribution 
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4.7 Use of Funds 
Gemstra will use funds predominantly to grow sales volume throughout the ecosystem over time.  Marketing and 
business development will account for 38% of funds deployed.  In the first two years, marketing activities will be 
focused on Seller growth for Boutiques Marketplace.  In the third year, marketing activities will shift significantly 
to Merchant growth by inviting existing retailers to integrate with the ASTRA Platform.  Software development is 
the second area of expenditure representing 22% of funds deployed.  (See below a chart describing use of funds.) 
 

 
 

4.8 Token Sale 

Events Incentives Dates 
Private Sale   

Presale Round 1 25% Bonus Q1 2019 

Presale Round 2 15% Bonus Q1 2019 

Public Sale* No Bonus Q1 2019 

Live Utility**  Nov 1 

Token Distribution  Immediately following Token Generation Event 

*Public sale contingent upon timing of prior rounds 
 
**Presale and public rounds may be moved depending on live utility date.   Tokens sold in public and private sales will have 
payment (Checkout) and earning (Commission) utility prior to purchase date. 
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5 REVENUE MODEL 

 

5.1 Revenue Opportunities 
How Everyone Makes Money 
 

BRANDS 

Brands earn the net retail value after commissions, toll, and fees are deducted and distributed by 

ASTRA.  Brands can also charge Sellers a monthly flat fee at the Merchant level.  Brands with greater 

following or more demand might charge a higher Seller fee. 

 

SELLERS 

Sellers have multiple ways to earn from product sales:  
1.) Retail Commissions 
2.) Performance Bonuses 
3.) Team Level Commissions 
4.) Generation Bonuses 
5.) Achievement Bonuses 
6.) Gamification Rewards offered by Merchants and Brands 

 

Sellers in ASTRA can only earn money through sales of products.  Seller commissions and bonuses 

are paid by Brands.  Rewards paid through the Rewards System can be paid by Brands, Merchants, 

and ASTRA Platform (See Platform Rewards). 

 

MERCHANTS 

Merchants mainly earn a % of qualified volume.  This toll is only levied on completed sales 

transactions that generate a commission, not on the commission itself.  Merchants can also charge 

monthly Seller and Brand flat fees separately.  This can be dictated by the Merchant and may 

increase with scale, demand, and popularity of the Merchant. 

 

5.2 Gemstra Revenue Sources 
How We Make Money 

 

GEMSTRA BOUTIQUES (MERCHANT) 

Boutiques is on track for $5MM USD in annualized sales revenue.  Boutiques revenue is interpreted 

as gross income by Gemstra and has netted out commission costs and all other cost of sales.  
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(Boutiques does not have cost of goods sold because all inventories are owned by Brands)  Gross 

income is calculated at approximately 15% of total volume - $750,000 in gross income.  Boutiques 

collect 55% of qualified volume [defined per Brand, per category, or per product] and remits 45% 

back to Brand.  Approximately 40% of the 55% collected is paid out to commissions, leaving 15% of 

gross income for Gemstra Boutiques. 

 

Sellers using Boutiques participate in the compensation plan below.  The average Seller earns $200-

300 monthly in commissions.   

 

 
* Figure above is the Compensation Plan for gemstra BOUTIQUES. There are 5 payable levels, 2 generation bonuses, rank bonuses, and several 
layers of personal commissions. 

 

ASTRA Platform 
ASTRA earns 1~2% toll of all transactions in the ecosystem.  All product sales and commissions, as 
well as any fees collected by Merchants or Brands, in the ecosystem are charged a toll.  ASTRA will 
start with a 1% toll in years 1-5 to attract Brands (Year 1 and on) and Merchants (Year 2 and on) to its 
platform. 
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5.3 Revenue Growth Plan 
 

Projected Unit Economics (5 Years) 
Projected Volume per Seller - $100 monthly* 
Projected Annual Volume per Seller - $1200 annual* 
Average Churn Rate - 3% monthly* 
Average Growth Rate - 7% monthly* 
Projected Sellers per Brand - 1000 
Projected Brands on Gemstra Boutiques (Merchant) - 2500 
 
Projected Gross Merchandise Value - $3,000,000,000 
 
Projected Gross Revenues 
Annual Revenue from Seller Fees ~ $300MM [based on 2.5M sellers] 
Annual Revenue from Brand Fees ~ $1.2MM 
 
* Unit economics grounded in historical businesses operated by founders 
 

 
Projected Unit Economics (10 Years) 
Projected Volume per Seller - $100 monthly* 
Projected Annual Volume per Seller - $1200 annual* 
Average Churn Rate - 3% monthly* 
Average Growth Rate - 7% monthly* 
Projected Sellers per Brand - 1000 
 
Projected Brands per Merchant - 20 
Projected Number of Merchants - 5,000 
 
Projected Annual Gross Merchandise Value = $120,000,000,000 
Projected Actions Paid = $48,000,000,000 
 
Projected Gross Revenues 
Annual Revenue from GMV Toll = $1.2Bn 
Annual Revenue from Actions Toll = $480MM 
 
* Unit economics proven in previous social selling brands operated by founders 
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6 TEAM & STRATEGY 
Our team is comprised of seasoned operators with over 75 years of collective experience across several 

consumer verticals including manufacturing, wholesale, retail, e-commerce, and direct sales. Our 

strategy is broken into three broad Initiatives over the next 10 years:  Infrastructure Development 

(Initiative ID), Business Development (Initiative BD), Market Dominance (Initiative MD).   

 

6.1 Executive Team 

 
Jay Cheng 

Founder / CEO 
Jay is a serial entrepreneur who grew 

his family business, J. Good-In, as 
employee number five into an 

international company with over 250 
employees. He has launched and 

exited two consumer internet 
companies - BaubleBox and 

JewelScent - that reached 7-figure 
and 8-figure run rates respectively 

within months of launch. 
 

 
Joseph Lau 

Co-Founder / Chief Revenue Officer 
Joseph has worked with Jay for over 12 

years. He led sales and business 
development at J. Good-In. He led 

growth at JewelScent’s launch, driving 
revenue to $1 million monthly within 

six months. Joseph co-founded 
Gemstra with Jay in ‘15. 

 
Kevin Gambill 

Co-Founder / Chief Operating Officer 
Kevin is a C-level executive turned 
entrepreneur with over 25 years of 

experience. Kevin worked initially for 
large public companies like Alcoa and 

Alcan, progressing from engineering to 
business management and operations, 

including C-level positions with 
multiple $300 million+ privately held 

companies.  
 
 

 
David Odere 

Chief Technology Officer 
David has been the Chief Technical 

Officer for Jay at JewelScent, and has 
held lead technical roles for BaubleBox 
and Knowy. David has led projects in a 
variety of programming language and 

database systems. He has been a 
blockchain enthusiast for the past few 

years and has continued to enjoy all 
things blockchain related from coding 

to investing. 

 
Janelle Mitchell 

Chief Financial Officer 
Janelle has held financial leadership 

roles at The Los Angeles Times, Wired, 
and Cooking.com - a company acquired 
by Target in ‘12. She is a consultant to 
the Financial Advisory Group, and has 

worked with Jay since JewelScent. 
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6.2 Advisors 

 
Will Hsu 

Co-Founder 
Mucker Capital 

 

 
Steve Raack 
CEO / ex COO 

Vitablis / BeautyCounter 

 

 
Ivan Ramirez 
CTO / Investor 

eMoov / Zerimar 

 

 
Ted Hong 

President / ex CMO 
HelloTech / Dropoff 

 

 
Paul Sri 

Blockchain Advisor / CTO 
Yahoo! / YP 

 

 
James Kuo 

President 
Epox International 

 

 
Connie Tang 

CEO 
Princess House 

 

 
Oliver Wang 
Founder, CEO 

AboveGem Software 

 

 
Tudor Stomff 
Founder, CEO 

BountyHive 
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6.3 Partners & Investors 

 
Investor 

MUCKER CAPITAL 
Mucker Capital is a venture 
firm based in Santa Monica, 

CA that invests in companies 
powering a software-enabled 

world. 
 

 
Investor 

WESTERN TECHNOLOGY 
INVESTMENTS 

Western Technology is a 
venture firm that helps 
visionary entrepreneurs 

transform their businesses. 

 
Advisor 

NEW ALCHEMY 
New Alchemy is a 

blockchain technology, ICO 
advisory, and capital 

solutions for the tokenized 
future. 

 
Advisor 

CETA NETWORK 
CETA Network is at the 

forefront of technological 
innovation, the blockchain 

industry is constantly 
changing and growing in an 

accelerated fashion. 
 

 
Counsel 

FISHER BROYLES LLP 
FisherBroyles, LLP is a full-

service law firm for the 
twenty-first century. The firm 

has a renown and growing 
blockchain and crypto 

practice. 
 
 

   

 

6.4 Initiative ID : Infrastructure Development 
Initiative ID is to develop the blockchain infrastructure of the entire economy.  It will commence 

immediately with development toward a customizable commission model for Brands post ICO.  Initiative 

ID will be complete when the merchant data is fully transferable between different dapps.  Initiative ID is 

broken into three phases.  Phases I and II (detailed below) will be deployed in the Gemstra Boutiques 

dapp.  Phase III will complete the infrastructure for an open economy once the merchant data model 

finished.  The merchant data model allows unlimited dapps to interact with GMS via the multiple 

merchant workflow. 

 

Phase I - Brands (4-8 months) 
Customizable Commission 
Customizable Seller Fee 
Customizable Actions 
Movable Order Data 
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Phase II - Sellers (8-12 months) 

Movable Customer Data 
Transactions 
Commission 
Gamification Actions 
Engagement Actions 
Recognition Actions 
Other Actions 

 
Phase III - Merchants (12-24 months) 

Movable Genealogy 
Customizable Fees 
Commission 
Transactions 
Actions 

Multiple Governance (Theorized yet to be proven) 

 

 

6.5 Initiative BD : Business Development 
Initiative BD is to develop the network of actors in Gemstra’s economy.  Seller growth has been ongoing 

and will continue to rise at an organic rate of 4% growth / 2% churn per brand per merchant.  Seller 

growth will be limited to Gemstra Boutiques for ID Phase I and ID Phase II as the merchant data model 

will not be complete yet.  Brand growth has been ongoing as well, with organic daily inquiries/requests 

from brands to partner with Gemstra Boutiques.  Brand growth will be the primary area of focus post 

close.  Initial brands will adopt the current static commission model deployed in Gemstra Boutiques.  

Once the first 100 Brands have gone live, ID Phase I should have completed.  We will ask 10% of the 

brands to pilot the customizable commission and rewards by supplying technical development of their 

desired requirements. 

 

 

6.6 Initiative MD : Market Dominance 
The rise of social media and expansion of the gig economy will provide countless prospect Sellers for 

merchants in the ASTRA platform.  Automation will begin to displace many gig economy opportunities 

in the next few years with autonomous vehicles leading the first wave.  Merchants in the Gemstra 

economy will have a tremendous opportunity to engage those displaced by technology.  To date, there 

is no other company or project working on an infrastructure for social selling that provides a 
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decentralized economy.  The Gemstra team is comprised of seasoned technologists and social selling 

industry veterans.  Once ID Phase III is complete, Gemstra will be the first and only provider of 

decentralized social selling infrastructure.  Gemstra is poised to dominate the social selling economy 

destined to be worth in the trillions of dollars. 
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7 PROGRESS TO DATE 
Merchant Platform (dapp) 

Gemstra Boutiques (the first dapp to use ASTRA) was released in Beta on July 1 2017. Located at: 

https://www.gemstra.com/ 

 

Backoffice (dapp) 

Backoffice was the first application envisioned and designed for the economy.  It was released in May 

2015 as a standalone application for another social selling company.  Located at: 

https://backoffice.gemstra.com/ 

 

Sellers 

There are currently 3,000 active sellers on the Gemstra Boutiques merchant.  This number is growing 

organically at 4% monthly and churning at 2%.  Growth is purposely limited to organic efforts at this 

time as the team’s focus is raising capital to expand the infrastructure to the blockchain. 

 

Brands 

There are currently 8 brands active on the Gemstra Boutiques merchant.  Gemstra Boutiques receives 

hundreds of inquiries monthly to add brands.  Growth is purposely limited to select few brands that have 

unique catalog of products with inventory to support.  Brands currently have the options of fulfilling 

orders directly via dropship, or fulfilling orders from inventory stocked in a Gemstra warehouse and 

fulfilment center. 

 
 

8 ROADMAP 
 
July 2008 - Early Idea : Envisioned ecommerce / marketplace disruption of direct selling industry 
 
2010 - First Attempt: Launch horizontal portfolio of ecommerce brands 
 
2013 - Second Attempt: Launch omni-channel single brand called JewelScent 
 
May 2015 - Pivot: Start building the Gemstra Backoffice platform 
 
April 2016 - Continued: Begin building Gemstra Boutiques 
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May 2017 - Alpha: Gemstra Boutiques - centralized Merchant with decentralized Sellers and Brands 
 
June 2017 - Expand Vision: Gemstra Token - economy to truly decentralize social selling economy 
 
July 2017 - Beta: Gemstra Boutiques August 2017 Add 7 Brands to Gemstra Boutiques 
 
September 2017 - Proof of Concept: Smart contract economy to transact retail sales between Seller > Merchant > 
Brand on ERC20 
 
October 2017 - Proof of Concept : Customizable multi-level economics 
 
February 2018 - Fundraising Preparation / SEC Guidelines 
 
April 2018 - Private Investor Round 
 
May 2018 - Engage PR firm and commence community building  
 
June 2018 - Established Broker - Dealer engagement with Entoro for STO offering 
 
June 2018 - Finalize legal for private Token Subscription Agreement and ICO 
 
July 2018 - Pre ICO 
 
September 2018 - Entoro STO Sale 
 
October 2018 - Add GMS Token support at checkout layer + Seller GMS withdrawal for commissions 
 
November 2018 - Public ICO 
 
December 2018 - End ICO 
 
November 2018 - Investor Wallets have been distributed. 
 
December 2018 - Deploy user/profile smart contracts 
 
January 2019 - Business Development Sprint I : Add/Sponsor 20 Brands 
 
February 2019 - Open source checkout service 
 
March 2019 - Deploy Brand smart contracts 
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March 2019 - Brand Onboarding : Gemstra Boutiques 
 
June 2019 - Business Development Spring II : Add 1-5 Merchants / Brands 
 
July 2019 - Merchant Onboarding : Brands can existing on separate Merchants 
 
2020 - Annual Goal : 1000 Brands / 100 Merchants International Growth : China, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, EU 
 
2021 - Two-Year Goal : 20,000 Brands / 1,000 Merchants International Growth : Russia, Brazil, India, Canada, 
Australia 
 
2023 - Five-Year Goal : 100,000 Brands / 5,000 Merchants 
 
2028 - Deployed Worldwide 

 
 

9 LEGAL & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 
After detailed and careful analysis of the features of the GMS token and potentially relevant laws and regulations, we have 
made several decisions about these issues. First, certain aspects of the securities law implicate the ICO. An application of the 
Howey test to the GMS token implies that the token has certain features of a security. In the final analysis, it is difficult to 
conclude that the token is definitively not a security. In light of recent statements by the SEC concerning the possibility that 
certain tokens issued in ICOS are securities, we have decided to treat the GMS token as a security. Thus, we will follow the 
applicable securities laws in transacting the ICO and after the completion of the ICO. This includes issuing the tokens under an 
appropriate exemption from registration. We will issue the GMS tokens using the registration exemption found in Rule 506(c) 
of Regulation D. This means, among other things, that only accredited investors can purchase GMS tokens during the ICO. 
General solicitation and advertising of the ICO is permitted. We will take reasonable efforts to verify the accredited investor 
status of participants and will follow other requirements of Rule 506(c). We will also evaluate the applicability of other laws, 
such as broker-dealer and prohibitions against pump and dump schemes, and follow them in executing the ICO. 
 
Second, Gemstra will follow anti-money laundering and Know Your Customer procedures in the ICO and beyond. Gathering 
participant information in a manner consistent with, or as required by, Know Your Customer regulations will ensure that the 
ICO follows relevant compliance requirements. 

 
 


